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Abstract: People who suffer a mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) have heterogeneous symptoms
and disease trajectories, which make it difficult to precisely diagnose and assess complications longterm. Insufficient information is available regarding how to precisely diagnose and assess mTBI.
This study identified and compared deficits in cognitive, psychosocial, visual functions, and balance
performance between college students with and without histories of mTBI. Global DNA
methylation ratio (5-mC%) in blood was also compared as a peripheral epigenetic marker. Twentyfive volunteers participated in this pilot study, including 11 mTBI cases (27.3% females; mean age
of 28.7 years, SD=5.92) and 14 healthy controls (64.3% females; mean age of 22.0, SD=4.13). All the
participants were assessed for cognitive (by NIH toolbox—executive function, memory, and
processing speed), psychological (by PROMIS—depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbances), visual
function (by King-Devick and binocular accommodative tests), postural balance performance (by a
force plate), and blood 5-mC% (global methylation) levels. Students with mTBI reported
significantly poorer episodic memory, severe anxiety, and more sleep disturbance problems. They
also had higher blood 5-mC% level (all p’s<.05). No significant differences were found in visual
function and postural balance. These findings validate changes in cognitive, psychosocial, and
global DNA methylation long after mTBI.
Keywords: mild traumatic brain injury; mTBI; concussion; cognitive; sensorimotor; visual; postural
balance; methylation; 5-mC%; blood

1. Introduction
Mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), or concussion, is the most common type of traumatic brain
injury (TBI) and defined as a traumatically induced physiological disruption of brain function [1],
following an injury to the brain. Of nearly 2.8 million TBI cases in the US [2], mild TBI accounts for
over 75-80% cases [3,4]. mTBI is conventionally diagnosed based on the following three criteria: (a)
loss of consciousness shorter than 30 min; (b) post-traumatic amnesia shorter than 24 hours; and (c)
when the injury is scored 13 to 15 on the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) (moderate TBI by 9-12 and severe
TBI by 3-8) [1,5]. Although the injury is classified as ‘mild’, mTBI can cause multifaceted and
persistent functional impairments. Such persistent and chronic, often untreated, impairments can
severely disturb the quality of life of affected individuals [6]. While most post-mTBI functional
deficits may recover in 3 to 6 months [7], up to 40% of affected individuals [8–10] suffer from
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persistent functional impairments and 25% cannot return to work 1 year post-injury [9], which causes
$76.5 billion in economic impact [11]. The increasing incidence and growing health impact of mTBI
may result from the lack of or insufficient information regarding how to accurately diagnose and
assess it [12].
Heterogeneous symptom development and chronic disease progress following the injury further
challenge appropriate screening and treating mTBI. Mood changes [13,14], cognitive performance (in
up to 40% of the affected) [15–17], sensorimotor deficits [18]—such as vision problems [19,20] and
impaired balance (in 20 to 80% of the affected) [7,21] are the most common persistent post-injury
functional impairments. Additionally, biomarker changes in neuro-inflammatory (both pro- and antiinflammatory) markers are seen [22]. Changes in global DNA methylation levels are associated with
neuro-inflammation and aging [23]. Altered global methylation may indicate the beginning of
neurodegeneration by indexing cellular age [24,25]. Specifically, signs and symptoms of
neurodegeneration, such as short-term memory loss and balance problems, are associated with
changes in methylated regions based on methylome sequencing data of Alzheimer’s disease [26],
dementia, and Parkinson’s disease [27]. Exploring peripheral DNA methylation may contribute to
better understanding of the epigenetic regulation of both physical and psychological stress
adaptations, which could further inform effective assessments and treatments for mTBI.
For moderate to severe TBIs, standard neuroimaging, including MRI scans, can be used for
accurately diagnosing by detecting the gross damage in brain cells [28], however, mTBIs lack
common observable brain lesions in MRI scans, and some neurobiological impairments following a
mTBI may be undetected without proper instrumentation [29]. The GCS and post-traumatic amnesia
are used to aid in diagnosing different severity TBIs, but for evaluating mTBIs neither neuroimaging
nor neurobehavioral techniques shows sufficient sensitivity and specificity [30]. The current mTBI
assessment, mostly limited to clinical interviews and questionnaires, does not ensure appropriate
injury identification and post-injury treatment and is not capable to detect early signs and symptoms
of persistent impairments following mTBI. Therefore, such insensitive clinical approaches can lead to
elevated risk of both repetitive head traumas and potential long-term brain damage, possibly
exacerbating the effects of aging on the brain – premature aging [31] or chronic encephalopathy [32].
The insufficient information in screening post-mTBI impairments lead to misdiagnosis or faulty
management for mTBI [12], which may cause major disability or death [33] in the long-term.
Another challenge with treatment is individuals with mTBI may not recognize or refuse to admit
post-mTBI symptoms after injury [34]. In addition, some individuals avoid necessary medical
screening after mTBI and are reluctant to seek rehabilitation services [35,36]. Moreover, young adults,
such as college students, including student athletes and student veterans, typically consider the mTBI
diagnosis a stigma and/or a hindrance to their return to play or duty and therefore, avoid screening
[37,38]. College students with untreated mTBI face the unique pressures of academic success coupled
with the demands of reintegration to the civilian life, juggling young families and jobs, and/or
rigorous training schedules. Navigating any of these issues with a brain injury, diagnosed or
undiagnosed, can be profoundly challenging [39]. Evidence strongly demonstrates the significance
of accurate and timely recognition and management for mTBI in college student population.
Therefore, we proposed a multimodal and systemic approach to post-mTBI neurobiological
deficits for college students, including student veterans. The purpose of this pilot study was to
identify functional deficits in cognitive, psychosocial, visual, and balance performance for mTBI.
Global DNA methylation ratio (5-mC%) in blood was also compared between individuals with and
without a history of mTBI. Analyzing objective functional measures and peripheral epigenetic
markers can provide a better understanding of the neurogenerative disease progress following mTBI
and help predict persistent post-injury impairments.
2. Materials and Methods
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All subjects submitted their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study.
The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and the protocol was
approved by the Biomedical Institutional Review Board Committee at the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas (protocol #1048342). This study had a cross-sectional descriptive design to compare different
functional levels and blood 5-mC% between voluntary college student participants with and without
a self-reported history of mTBI. Both males and females aged 18 years or older were recruited. Specific
inclusion criteria for mTBI cases were an exposure to a close head (no skull fracture) trauma that
resulted in loss of consciousness less than 30 minutes and post-traumatic amnesia less than 24 hours.
Those who were medically diagnosed with any other neuro-psychiatric diseases (e.g., multiple
sclerosis, ADHD, cerebral palsy) or on non-prescription drugs and alcohol use 24 hours before testing
were excluded. This study was advertised by flyers on the UNLV campus as well as via email blasts
advertisement to the members of the Military and Veteran Services Center from the director at the
center. After an initial phone interview all subjects meeting the inclusion criteria participated in a
series of recorded procedures aimed to establish their levels of oculomotor efficacy, cognitive and
psychological functions, balance control, and 5-mC% via blood sample. All procedures took 2.5 hours.
Each subject was compensated $25 cash for his or her time and effort in completing the data collection.
Tools and measures used in this study follow.
First, the Rivermead post-concussion symptom questionnaire (RPQ) [40] and the Neurobehavioral
symptom inventory (NSI) [41] were used to evaluate overall post-mTBI symptoms. The RPQ contains
16 items on premorbid functioning by means of written self-report or in-person or telephone
interview. The RPQ has a high test-retest reliability (r, ranged: 0.87-0.91) [40] and has been used most
often in assessing mTBI-related symptoms at all levels of severity—in individuals with mild,
moderate, and severe TBI. The NSI has 22 items to cover a comprehensive range of the symptom
domains (physical, cognitive, affective, and sensory) [41,42] and has good-to-excellent reliabilities
across domains (r, ranged: 0.77-0.93). Both RPQ and NSI have been widely used with various clinical
samples with mTBI or concussion, including active military service members and veterans [41,43,44].
The NIH toolbox [45] with computer generated cognitive tasks was used to measure cognitive
function. The six following modules from the NIH toolbox were used to evaluated short-term
memory, recognition of patterns, and spatial recognition (http://www.healthmeasures.net/exploremeasurement-systems/nih-toolbox): Dimension Change Card Sort Test (DCCS) for executive function,
Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention Test for executive function and attention, Picture Sequence
Memory Test for episodic memory, List Sorting Working Memory Test for working memory, Picture
Vocabulary Test for vocabulary knowledge, and Pattern Comparison Processing Speed Test for
processing speed. Two additional scores were also included: Fluid Cognition Composite Score based
on DCCS, Flanker, Picture Sequence, List Sorting, and Processing modules; and Early Childhood
Composite Score based on DCCS, Flanker, Picture Sequence, and Picture Vocabulary. All modules
were developed and validated by the NIH with state-of-the-science methodology. The NIH toolbox
has shown excellent reliability and validity with various populations with good-to-excellent
reliabilities (r, ranged: 0.78-0.99) [45].
The Patient Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) [46] was used to
measure the current psychological functions (i.e., depression, anxiety, and sleep disturbances in past
7 days). The PROMIS is a highly reliable, precise measure of patient–reported health status for
physical, mental, and social well–being. Three domain measures from PROMIS—depression, anxiety,
and sleep disturbances—were used. Each domain measure has undergone rigorous qualitative and
psychometric evaluation and refinement through numerous clinical studies, providing efficient,
precise, valid, and responsive indicators of a person’s health status.
As a standing balance measure, a force platform (FP4060-05-PT) was used to acquire
characteristics of bipedal standing balance test. Following the customized method and procedure
described in Degani et al. (2017) and Santos et al. (2017) [47,48], we asked the subject to stand still on
the force plate with barefoot for 120 seconds with crossing their upper limbs against their chest and
focusing their vision on a static point at eye level. The task was performed while the subject stood
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vertically on the top of a force platform while the coordinates of the body’s Center of Pressure (CoP)
were recorded. The force plate provided data of horizontal and vertical components of the ground
reaction force (Fx, Fy, Fz) and the moments of force around the frontal, sagittal and vertical axes (Mx,
My, Mz). These data were used to compute postural sway based on instantaneous CoP location during
the standing task in both anterior-posterior and medio-lateral directions (CoPAP and CoPML,
respectively). Adapting Degani et al. (2017) and Santos et al. (2017) [47,48], the following variables of
interest were extracted from CoP coordinates and used in analysis: the area of CoP path (Area), the
peak-to-peak amplitude of the CoP displacement in each direction (AmplitudeAP and AmplitudeML), the
mean velocity of the CoP displacement in each direction (MVAP and MVML), the frequency at which
80% of the CoP spectral power for each direction (F80AP and F80ML), the sample entropy estimates of
the CoP displacement in each direction (SEntAP and SEnt ML), and the cross-sample entropy (CrossSEnt)
representing the degree of asynchrony or dissimilarity between CoPAP and CoPML signals in time.
For examining visual function, a trained optometric assistant screened each subject’s visual
function using the two following approaches: (1) King-Devick Oculomotor Testing – Involved testing
the eye’s ability to “track” or move accurately and efficiently from one point to the next [49]. The test
has three sections, which include numbers with guides, numbers without guides, and numbers
without guides and with irregular spacing. The subject was timed while reading the numbers left to
right, and errors were monitored until the subject completed reading aloud each slide. Initially
derived by an optometrist, the test is becoming an increasing popular interdisciplinary test among
professionals working with individuals with mTBI or concussion [49,50]. (2) Binocular Accommodative
Facility with +2.00/-2.00 Flipper Lens – Testing the ability of the eye’s ability to accommodate (or, “focus”
and “make clear”) when simulating near and far distances using a special set of lenses. The visual
system’s ability to dynamically focus at different distances (i.e., with close proximity while reading
or at the distance when looking toward a street sign) is a visual skill, which may be impacted in mTBI.
Inefficiencies may be demonstrated by perceiving double vision upon adjusting focus through the
lens, inability to clear a lens (either minus which simulates near focus, or the plus lens which
simulates distance focus), or an increased length of time to clear either or both sides.
Blood 5-mC% measure. Following the procedures approved by the UNLV Institutional Biosafety
Committee, a trained phlebotomist drew a total of 12 ml of blood in three 4 mL EDTA tubes via
venipuncture from each participant in the designated lab on campus. The collected whole blood
samples were stored in the freezer at -70℃ in the Applied Biomedical Research Lab (ABRL) until
DNA purification. Using QIAamp Blood DNA extraction kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD), cell-free
DNA samples were isolated from collected whole blood following the manufacturer’s manuals at the
ABRL. Purified cell-free genomic DNA samples were stored in the freezer at -70℃ in the ABRL until
methylation assay. MethylFlash™ Methylated DNA Quantification Kit (Epigentek, Farmingdale, NY)
was used to quantify global DNA methylation by specifically measuring levels of 5-methylcytosine
(5-mc) in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay-based microplate-based format in the ABRL. All
samples will be read at the absorbance of 450 nm (Epoch, Biotek U.S., Winooski, VT) for global DNA
methylation levels (absolute percentages).
Data Analysis. All data were statistically analyzed using the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (SPSS) version 22.0. The balance data from the force plate were first processed off-line by
customized MATLAB software (MATLAB, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA), before being transferred into
the SPSS software. Descriptive statistics for all demographic and clinical variables were calculated. Any
variability in the distribution of age, sex, and other demographic variables were examined by
independent t-tests. Functional deficits in mTBI cases, compared to healthy controls’, independent ttests were used. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) were used to control for potential covariates such
as age and sex. All statistic tests were carried following the statistic rigor imposed by each of the tests
and levels of significance were kept at 5% (α = 0.05).
3. Results
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Twenty-five volunteer college students participated (M = 25.0 years of age; SD = 5.96 years) in
this study. The demographic characteristics of the participants are given in Table 1. mTBI cases
consisted of 11 individuals (27.3% females; mean age of 28.7 years, SD = 5.92) with a self-reported
history of single or multiple injuries (63.6% multiple; 2.3 ± 1.25 injuries). The traumatic occurrences
include sports-related activities and military operations. The average time elapsed since the last
injury was 7.1 (SD = 6.77) years. Controls consisted of 14 individuals (64.3% females; M = 22.0 years
of age; SD = 4.13 years). Only age has a statistical difference between TBI and controls (p = .007) among
all demographic variables.
Table 1. Demographic differences (n (%) or M ±SD) between mTBI and healthy control college
student participants.

Characteristic

Overall (n = 25)

mTBI (n = 11)

Control (n = 14)

x2 or t

p

24.96 ± 5.96

28.73 ± 5.92

22.00 ± 4.13

3.348

0.003

Males

12 (50)

8 (72.7)

5 (35.7)

3.381

0.066

Females

12 (50)

3 (27.3)

9 (64.3)

Weight (kg)

70.85 ± 16.77

75.67 ± 14.97

67.07 ± 17.66

1.129

0.210

Height (cm)

169.06 ± 11.81

173.87 ± 10.62

165.28 ± 11.64

1.903

0.070

Hispanic

4 (16.0)

2 (18.2)

2 (14.3)

0.263

0.992

White

14 (56.0)

6 (54.5)

8 (57.1)

Black

2 (8.0)

1 (9.1)

1 (7.1)

Asian

3 (12.0)

1 (9.1)

2 (14.3)

Other

2 (8.0)

1 (9.1)

1 (7.1)

Right

22 (88.0)

9 (81.8)

13 (92.9)

0.711

0.399

Left

3 (12.0)

2 (18.2)

1 (7.1)

In college

22 (88.0)

10 (90.9)

12 (85.7)

0.834

0.659

In graduate school

3 (12.0)

1 (9.1)

2 (14.3)

Single

21 (84.0)

9 (81.8)

12 (92.6)

1.376

0.503

Married

3 (12.0)

2 (18.2)

1 (7.7)

Yes

16 (64.0)

5 (45.5)

10 (71.4)

0.762

0.383

No

9 (36.0)

6 (54.5)

4 (28.6)

Low ($50K)

13 (52.0)

6 (54.2)

7 (58.3)

1.703

0.427

Middle ($50K<

6 (24.0)

2 (18.2)

4 (33.3)

4 (16.0)

3 (27.3)

1 (8.3)

Age
Gender

Ethnicity/Race

Handedness

Education

Marital Status

Employment Status

Income

$100K)
High ($100K<)

Table 2 depicts functional differences between mTBI and healthy control groups. mTBI cases
reported significantly poorer age-corrected episodic memory (mTBI, 99.00 ± 17.19; controls, 115.57 ±
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15.64; p = .022), severer anxiety (mTBI, 56.55 ± 9.77; controls, 49.00 ± 5.09; p = .022) and sleep
disturbance problems (mTBI, 56.34 ± 11.82; controls, 45.89 ± 9.17; p = .023), along with higher total
scores in both RPQ and NSI. When comparing each post-mTBI symptom item in both RPQ and NSI,
18 out of 22 NSI items (e.g., dizziness with body balance, visual, cognitive, and psychological
dysfunctions etc.), and 14 out of 16 RPQ items (e.g., headache, dizziness, cognitive, psychological,
and visual dysfunctions, etc.) showed significantly higher item scores in mTBI, compared to control
group (all p’s < 0.05). When controlling for age by one-way ANCOVA, these was no significant effect
of having mTBI history on sleep disturbance problems. However, the differences in anxiety [F (1, 23)
= 6.331, p = .020], RPQ [F (1, 24) = 23.103, p = .000] and NSI [F (1, 23) = 11.280, p = .003] scores were still
significant. There were no statistically significant differences found in visual and postural balance
performances between the two groups.
Table 2. Functional differences (M ± SD) between mTBI and healthy control college student
participants.

Functional variables

Overall (n = 25)

mTBI (n = 11)

Control (n = 14)

t

p

Cognitive Function by NIH Toolbox (age corrected):
Dimension Change Card

98.17 ± 18.83

97.20 ± 15.85

98.86 ± 21.26

-0.208

0.837

83.67 ± 14.64

82.10 ± 15.99

84.79 ± 14.11

-0.435

0.668

108.67 ± 17.99

99.00 ± 17.19

115.57 ± 15.64

-2.457

0.022

103.92 ± 12.25

103.40 ± 11.94

104.29 ± 12.90

-0.171

0.866

Picture Vocabulary Test

110.08 ± 10.97

113.60 ± 7.59

107.57 ± 12.51

1.3511

0.190

Pattern Comparison

102.75 ± 22.52

107.70 ± 20.30

99.21 ± 24.08

0.906

0.375

99.08 ± 15.73

96.70 ± 18.89

100.79 ± 13.54

-0.619

0.542

99.96 ± 14.25

96.80 ± 15.33

102.21 ± 13.53

-0.915

0.370

Sort Test (DCCS)
Flanker Inhibitory
Control and Attention
Test
Picture Sequence
Memory Test
List Sorting Working
Memory Test

Processing Speed Test
Fluid Cognition
Composite Score
Early Childhood
Composite Score
Psychological Function by PROMIS:
Depression

50.73 ± 7.26

54.04 ± 7.57

48.37 ± 6.26

2.005

0.057

Anxiety

52.15 ± 8.15

56.55 ± 9.77

49.00 ± 5.09

2.472

0.022

Sleep Disturbance

50.24 ± 11.4

56.34 ± 11.82

45.89 ± 9.17

2.637

0.015

0.04 ± 0.20

0.00 ± 0.00

0.07 ± 0.27

-0.840

0.410

50.73 ± 22.11

57.66 ± 31.68

45.29 ± 7.64

1.417

0.170

10.96 ± 3.55

10.59 ± 3.00

11.25 ± 4.01

-0.453

0.654

Visual Function by
King-Devick Test:
Number of misses
Total time (sec.)
Accommodation Test:
Number of tests per min

Body Balance Performance by a force platform:
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Area (cm2)

1.96 ± 1.73

2.23 ± 2.16

1.76 ± 1.39

0.652

0.521

AmplitudeAP (cm2)

1.71 ± 1.12

2.09 ± 1.41

1.44 ± 0.81

1.428

0.167

AmplitudeML (cm2)

2.62 ± 1.09

2.32 ± 0.77

2.84 ± 1.24

-1.149

0.263

MeanVelocityAP (cm s–1)

3.10 ± 1.34

3.49 ± 1.55

2.82 ± 1.17

1.222

0.068

MeanVelocityML (cm s–1)

5.31 ± 1.72

5.16 ± 2.10

5.41 ± 1.47

-0.339

0.738

F80AP (Hz)

0.45 ± 0.43

0.52 ± 0.64

0.40 ± 0.19

0.709

0.486

F80ML (Hz)

0.26 ± 0.10

0.27 ± 0.08

0.25 ± 0.11

0.437

0.666

SEntAP

0.56 ± 0.19

0.53 ± 0.14

0.59 ± 0.22

-0.724

0.477

SEntML

0.52 ± 0.13

0.54 ± 0.12

0.51 ± 0.14

0.575

0.571

CrossSEnt

1.86 ± 1.24

1.56 ± 1.06

2.07 ± 1.35

-0.993

0.332

RPQ Total score

11.71 ± 14.28

24.40 ± 13.83

2.64 ± 3.95

5.617

0.000

NSI Total score

13.57 ± 14.43

24.80 ± 15.02

4.92 ± 5.16

4.469

0.000

Overall post-mTBI symptoms by

We also examined the differences by the number of injuries by further dividing the mTBI
group—single vs. multiple injuries. The multiple injury group reported significantly older age (32.43
± 2.51) than the single injury group (22.25 ± 4.03) [t(9) = -5.239, p = .001]. Although differences were
found in Area and MeanVelocityAP from the force plate balance test between the two injury groups,
those effects disappeared when controlling for age by one-way ANCOVA. Only the age-corrected
Pattern Comparison Processing Speed Test score for processing speed was significantly lower in the
multiple injury group (n = 7; 96.33 ± 18.23) than in the single injury group (n = 4; 124.75 ± 6.02) [t(8) =
2.960, p = .018].
Peripheral epigenetic marker comparison finding showed significantly higher blood global
methylation level (5-mC%) in mTBI cases (4.42 ± 0.43) than in controls (3.93 ± 0.42) (p = .030), as shown
in Figure 1. This difference still existed after controlling for age by one-way ANCOVA [F (1, 15) =
6.276, p = .026].
5-mC%
t(15) = 2.394 , p = .030

Control

3.93 ± 0.42

mTBI

4.42 ± 0.43

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

Figure 1. Comparison of peripheral blood global methylation level (5-mC%) between mTBI and
healthy control college student participants.

4. Discussion
In the present study, we used a comprehensive range of rapid, non-invasive, and objective
cognitive, neuropsychological, and sensorimotor functional measures, along with blood 5-mC% level,
to compare and identify functional deficits and underlying biological factors in symptom expression
and complications resulting from mTBI among a group of college students. Even several years after
the injury (7.1 years, on average, elapsed since the last injury), the 11 students with mTBI histories
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(mean age of 28.7 years, SD = 5.92) showed significantly poorer episodic memory, severer anxiety,
and more sleep disturbance problems than 14 healthy control students (M = 22.0 years of age; SD =
4.13). Higher peripheral global DNA methylation ratio (5-mC%) was also found in mTBI group,
compared with control group. The mTBI history effect became insignificant on sleep problems only
when controlling for age.
Our results of post-mTBI cognitive deficits highlight that college students who reported mTBI
histories showed poorer episodic memory, than their counterpart controls. We employed 6 different
modules of the NIH toolbox to examine the college students’ executive function, attention, episodic
and working memories, vocabulary knowledge, and processing speed. Those with mTBI histories
showed significantly lower scores on the Picture Sequence Memory Test for episodic memory only,
both age-corrected and -uncorrected, but not the other test modules nor any of cognitive composite
scores. When comparing multiple to single injury within the mTBI cases, we found that the multiple
injury group showed the significantly lower score of the age-corrected Pattern Comparison
Processing Speed Test for processing speed than the single injury group. Episodic memory, which is
involved in storage of distinctive events or experiences encoded in a time-specific manner [45], is one
of the key indices to determine premature aging in several neurodegenerative disorders, such as
Alzheimer’s disease [24]. Our finding on poorer episodic memory post-mTBI confirm the previous
findings from MRI and CT studies with clinical TBI patients [31,51]. As shown in a recent study
comparing over 80 young and older individuals with mTBI [52], declines in episodic memory may
serve as an early indicator of post-mTBI premature aging among young adults like college students.
Lower processing speed, which is one of the other main indices of brain aging along with declined
executive function, was confirmed only when comparing the multiple injury group to the single
injury group of our study. In a national study with over 200 professional fighters, lower processing
speed and lower brain volumes were associated with multiple or repetitive head trauma [53], which
supports our findings among college students although the sample size in the present study was
small. Both episodic memory and processing speed are fundamental elements of human cognitive
function, and deficits in either or both may assist more effective and sensitive screening for disrupted
brain function following mTBI.
We also found that, post mTBI, college students suffered from psychosocial complications long
after the injury, particularly anxiety and sleep disturbances based on PROMIS measures. There was
the effect of age on the post-mTBI sleep disturbance problems in this study, but different formats of
sleep problems (e.g., unable to fall asleep, daytime drowsiness, sleep too much or little) have been
found in larger samples of young individuals with mTBI [54,55]. In a recent qualitative study, a
quarter of the participants, part-time or full-time undergraduate and graduate students enrolled at a
large state university who have suffered one or more mTBI, reported sleep cycle disturbances [56].
Although no statistical significance was found in difference of depression symptom scores between
mTBI and control groups, our findings support the current evidence that mTBI is associated with
mood changes, irritability, anxiety, and poor anger management [57–59]. More specifically, college
students have reported an increase in crying over situations they may not have prior to the mTBI and
less likely to take risks because of how they will be perceived [56]. Persons with mTBI can experience
challenges with using feedback and interpreting social cues, resulting in social inappropriate
behavior [60]. These behaviors and personality shifts contribute to loss of friendships and close
relationships. In one study, about half of the college participants with a history of mTBI reported
difficulty with maintaining relationships [61]. Without connections, these college students lack a
sense of belonging, which can increase the risk for developing mood disorders, and both increase
suicide risk [62].
We could not identify any functional deficits of visual or postural balance performances in mTBI
group, using King-Devick and accommodation tests or force-platform postural balance test, although
those individuals rated relevant post-mTBI symptom items in both RPQ and NSI checklists
significantly higher. When mTBI causes changes in the cortex and brainstem’s reticular formation
[63], different parts of sensory input may have altered interaction with each other, which further
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disrupts the functioning of the postural control system and causes postural instability [64]. Specific
symptoms include impairments of visual, vestibular, or somatosensory orientation [65]. Although
both King-Devick test and force-platform postural balance test are most widely used to assess
sensorimotor functional levels, they may not be sensitive enough to detect functional changes after
mTBI, compared to moderate or severe TBI. Unsupervised approach with a wider detectable range
for functional variability, such as wearable sensor devices [66], and a more systemic eye tracking
method [67,68] may be recommended for more effective and precise assessment of postural balance
and visual functions in mTBI.
For overall post-mTBI symptom profiles, we used the NSI and the RPQ that rate each of different
potential post-injury symptoms, including physical, cognitive, affective, and sensory functional
changes or deficits. Both are self-report tools, but the difference is the reflection time frame. The NSI
asked each participant to compare potential post-mTBI symptoms over the last 2 weeks with
functional status before the initial injury, whereas the RPQ asked the similar thing over the last 24
hours. A cut-off of 24 for the total NSI score has been identified to provide clinically meaningful
assessment results [41], The multiple injury subgroup in our pilot study scored higher than 24 on the
NSI (27.86 ± 17.74), whereas the single injury scored lower than that (21.50 ± 5.75), although there was
no statistical significance. For the RPQ, a cut-off of 16 was reported to show high sensitivity and
specificity for persistent post-injury symptoms [69], but both multiple and single injury subgroups in
this pilot study scored higher than 16. Other study reported that the data from NSI and RPQ could
be combined or converted with each other in chronic TBI sample [70], but our findings cautiously
suggest the possibility that the longer reflection period in the NSI may better differentiate the chronic
impact of multiple injuries vs. single injury. Indeed, repetitive head injuries have been associated
higher risks for severer post-injury symptoms, including cognitive deficits as also shown in our data,
and further developing neurological disorders, such as chronic traumatic encephalopathy [53,71]
In our knowledge, our study is one of the first to examine peripheral global DNA methylation
in association with mTBI, which could contribute to better understanding of underlying biological
mechanisms of post-injury symptoms. We found that individuals with mTBI had significantly higher
levels of blood global methylation ratio (5-mC%) than healthy controls and the significance remains
when controlling for age. Because of changes in the blood-brain barrier permeability and the entire
gliovascular unit after mTBI, blood biomarkers may be developed into clinical monitoring tools to
detect brain damage [10]. Even when repetitive or multiple head injuries over time are involved,
which might not be accurately assessed, epigenetic changes, such as in global DNA methylation, can
be the best biomarker to detect pathologic process after mTBI because epigenetic mechanisms have
long-lasting effects within mature neurons without altering the DNA code [72]. Usually located in a
gene promoter, DNA methylation typically acts to repress gene transcription [73]. DNA methylation
is essential for normal development and is associated with a number of key processes including aging
and carcinogenesis (i.e., global hypomethylation) [74,75]. Because our participants were cancer-free,
their increased global methylation ratio could be a unique biomarker related to mTBI and/or postinjury functional declines.
The present study has limitations although the main findings support the changes in cognitive,
psychosocial, and global DNA methylation after mTBI. The sample size is small in this pilot study.
Based on the current findings, a larger sample should be examined in a future study to confirm the
effectiveness of our comprehensive functions screening and peripheral epigenetic test. Past mTBI
events were assessed based on the college student participants’ self-report. Although we used a
structured interview questionnaire including the GCS and post-traumatic amnesia information,
many participants were either unaware of those clinical characteristics/measures or incompetent with
their recalling memory on such information. Yet, this is not an unusual situation with individuals
who suffered from mTBI, as the majority appears to avoid necessary post-injury screening in a clinical
setting [35,36], especially among college student athletes and student veterans who consider the mTBI
diagnosis a stigma and/or a hindrance to their return to play or duty and therefore, avoid screening
[37,38]. In addition, the King-Devick and accommodation visual tests and force-platform postural
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stability test could not identify any differences between mTBI cases and controls. As discussed before,
those measures may not be sensitive enough to detect mTBI-specific functional changes. In future
studies, with increased sample sizes, unsupervised and more systemic approach to detect a wider
range of functional variability, such as wearable sensor devices [66] and an eye tracking method
[67,68], is recommended.
Regardless, our main findings revealed several functional deficits long after mTBI, which could
contribute to early detection of mTBI symptoms for ensuring early intervention and rehabilitation. In
particular, college student athletes and veterans with untreated mTBI face the unique pressures of
academic success, coupled with the demands of reintegration to the civilian life, juggling young
families and jobs, and/or rigorous training schedules. Navigating any of these issues with a brain
injury, diagnosed or undiagnosed, can be profoundly challenging, but very important [39]. There are
no available diagnostic tests to assess recovery and no proven treatments to reduce functional
damages from mTBI. Our findings based on the comprehensive and systemic neuropsychological
measures along with peripheral epigenetic markers provide strong evidence to addresses underlying
neuropathophysiology and peripheral epigenetic factors in symptom expression and complications
resulting from mTBI, which can be used for predicting and monitoring functional progress and for
future clinical interventions.
5. Conclusions
In the present study, we could identify decreased episodic memory, anxiety, more sleep
problems, and higher 5-mC% in blood in college students with mTBI, which were still significant,
except for sleep problems, when controlling for age. Those with multiple injuries further showed
lower processing speed than those with single injury. Focused assessment on cognitive and
psychosocial functions along with peripheral epigenetic markers may contribute to the minimization
of the related morbidity and mortality risks, and the improvement of quality of life in affected
individuals.
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